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Modeling the motion of fuel particles in a fluidized bed 
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A B S T R A C T   

A semiempirical model for the mixing of fuel particles in a fluidized bed is presented and validated against 
experimental data from the literature regarding lateral fuel mixing. The model of fuel particle mixing categorizes 
the fluidized bed into three mixing zones: a rising bubble wake solid zone, an emulsion zone with sinking bulk 
solids, and a splash zone located above the dense bed. In the emulsion zone, the axial motion of the fuel particle 
is described by a force balance, applying a viscoplastic stress model, i.e., with a dominant yield stress and only a 
minor contribution of the shear stress, using an empirical expression from the literature. In the lateral direction, 
the model is divided into so-called ‘recirculation cells’, which are crucial for the lateral mixing. 

Comparisons of the modeled and measured lateral dispersion coefficients of different fuel types measured in 
three different large-scale fluidized bed units under both hot and cold conditions (covering a broad range of 
coefficients: 10− 4–10− 1 m2/s) reveal satisfactory agreement. The validated model was used to investigate how 
the lateral mixing of fuel particles depends on the excess gas velocity, the bed height, and the lateral distribution 
of bubbles over the bed cross-section (which is typically uneven in industrial FB furnaces), as well as the size and 
density of the fuel particles.   

1. Introduction 

Fluidized bed (FB) units are applied as industrial chemical reactors 
due to their ability to convert low-quality solid fuels with high effi-
ciency, while maintaining low levels of emissions. In fluidized bed 
boilers, the homogeneous and low temperature limits NOx emissions, 
while at the same time sorbent bed materials can be used for in-bed 
capture of SOx emissions. Fluidized bed combustion entails favorable 
mixing of the solid fuel and combustion air and high heat and mass 
transfer rates. Fuel mixing is an important design parameter, deter-
mining performance and emission levels [1]. It has been shown that 
axial fuel mixing influences the mass and heat transfer between the fuel 
particles and the bed [2], thereby affecting the reactivity of the char 
particles that result from devolatilization [3], as well as the rate of 
lateral mixing [4]. In turn, lateral fuel mixing is important for the design 
of fluidized bed units [5], e.g., to avoid the establishment of high con-
centrations of volatile matter and char close to the fuel feeding ports [6], 
which would create undesirable temperature profiles [7] and generate 
increased levels of emissions [1], especially when fuels with high con-
tents of volatiles, such as biomass, are converted. Understanding the 
mechanisms behind both axial and lateral mixing, i.e., being able to 

estimate reliably their rates, would improve the design of fluidized bed 
reactors so as to facilitate, for example, the minimum number and 
location of fuel feeding ports [8,9] based on economic criteria [10]. 

Experimental studies of solids mixing reported in the literature can 
be divided into two categories: those analyzing the mixing of tracer 
particles with similar physical properties (density, size) as the bed ma-
terial; and those investigating the mixing of fuel-like particles, which are 
typically lighter and larger than the bed solids. For the former studies, 
Rowe et al. [11,12], who were pioneers in visualizing the mixing of bed 
solids with x-ray photographs of bubbles rising through gas-fluidized 
beds, have provided an overview of the important mechanisms under-
lying axial mixing and the segregation of bed solids in gas-fluidized beds 
[13]. As for the lateral dispersion of bed solids, Niklasson et al. [10] and 
Breault [14] have reviewed various studies and correlations for the 
dispersion coefficients found in the literature. A review of the non- 
invasive experimental techniques employed to study solids mixing in 
fluidized beds can be found in the report of Chaouki et al. [15]. 

Fuel particles, which are typically lighter and larger than the bed 
solids, are generally assumed to follow the gulf stream pattern estab-
lished for the bulk solids [16]. The motion of large objects in gas-solids 
fluidized beds has been the subject of numerous studies in pseudo-2- 
dimensional (2.5D) beds that allow direct visual tracking [16–22], as 
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well as in 3-dimensional (3D) beds [23–28] using a large variety of 
experimental techniques to track solids tracers. These studies have 
enhanced our understanding of the axial mixing of fuel-like particles, 
revealing fuel mixing patterns that are strongly coupled to the bubble 
flow. While all of these studies have been performed in cold laboratory- 
scale units, the application of Magnetic Particle Tracking (MPT) in a 
fluid-dynamically downscaled FB by the authors of this work [29,30] 
has enabled the simulation of the hot large-scale conditions that are 
prevalent in FBs used for fuel conversion. The latter studies have 
revealed that parameters important for mixing, namely the particle ve-
locity and the wake volume of the rising bubbles, are underestimated in 
the literature data derived from non-scaled, cold laboratory-scale ex-
periments [30]. The lateral mixing has been experimentally quantified 
using a wide range of techniques, including both indirect (through dis-
tributions of temperature [5] and gas species [5,7,10,31]) and direct 
(visual particle tracking [4] and tracer sampling [32,33]) methods. 

In addition to the knowledge of the gulf stream patterns of bulk solids 
and their importance for the mixing of fuel particles [16], Pallarès et al. 
[34] have shown experimentally that in wider units, several such flow 
patterns coexist in horizontally aligned arrangements. These flow re-
gions, each established around a preferential bubble path, are called 
mixing (or recirculation) cells, and they constitute a key concept con-
cerning lateral solids mixing within large beds. Furthermore, Sette et al. 
[33] have confirmed that the lateral mixing rate of fuel particles can 
differ significantly from that of the bed material and, thus, it deserves 
special attention. The larger and lighter fuel particles are more likely to 
segregate axially and float on top of the bed surface [35–38], depending 
on the gas velocity and the extension of the splash zone above the dense 
bed. Such segregation usually enhances lateral mixing, although it still is 
typically identified as a limiting factor for the performance of large-scale 
fluidized bed units [31]. 

Despite its critical importance (especially in large-scale units), there 
is a lack of modeling tools that can provide reliable descriptions of the 
fuel mixing. Instead, knowledge of this topic is mainly from the limited 
amount of experimental data and correlations specific to each fuel, unit 
and operational condition (see Olsson et al. [4] and references therein). 
There have indeed been attempts to describe fuel mixing through 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling [39,40], although the 
methods are still under development (demanding for example multi-grid 
approaches [41]), and are not yet computationally affordable for large- 
scale units. 

In this work, we propose a model to describe the axial and lateral 
motions of fuel particles in a fluidized bed (dense bed and splash zone). 
The model is validated with experimental data on large-scale units 
available in the literature, i.e., for three different industrial fluidized 
beds operated under bubbling conditions [4,10,32]. After validation, the 
model is used to analyze how the lateral mixing of fuel particles depends 
on the excess gas velocity, the bed height, and the lateral distribution of 

Notation 

Roman letters 
a Acceleration, m/s2 

A0 Bubble catchment area, m2 

CD Drag coefficient, – 
D Dispersion coefficient, m2/s 
d Diameter, m 
f2 Empirical expression, – 
fw Bubble wake fraction, – 
g Gravitational acceleration, m/s2 

H0 Fixed bed height, m 
L Recirculation cell length, m 
m Mass of fuel particle, kg 
q Probability to start rising, % 
t Time, s 
u Velocity, m/s 
V̇ Volumetric flow rate, m3/s 
x Length, m 
Y Stress effects to gravity effects 
z Axial position, m 

Greek letters 
α Fuel-to-bubble velocity ratio, - 
δ Bubble density, - 

Δ Increment, - 
θ Angle, radial displacement, ◦
ρ Density, kg/m3 

σc Bubble distribution, - 
τ Shear stress, Pa 
φ Angle, angular displacement, ◦

Indices 
b Bubble 
br Single bubble 
B Bubble at the bed surface 
em Emulsion 
in Inside the bed 
lat Lateral 
mf Minimum fluidization 
o Initial 
out Outside the bed 
p Fuel particle 
s Bulk solids 
tf Throughflow 
tot Total 
vis Visible 
x x direction 
y y direction  

Fig. 1. Schematic of the model of fuel particle motion in the three different 
zones identified in a fluidized bed. 1) the bubble-free gas-solids emulsion with 
sinking bulk solids; 2) the bubble wake zone; and 3) the splash zone located 
above the dense bed. In the lateral direction, the bed is divided into a recir-
culation cell of length L. The interactions with bubbles in the bed may lead to 
(I) the particle starting to rise in a) the same cell or b) a neighboring cell. On the 
bed surface, bubble eruption leads to (II) ejection of the particle into a) the 
same cell or b) any other cell. 
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bubbles over the bed cross-section (which is typically uneven in indus-
trial FB furnaces). The work has been carried out in collaboration with a 
major boiler manufacturer, in which a holistic semiempirical model of 
FB combustion, including fuel mixing, is used for design purposes of 
industrial FB applications. 

2. Theory 

Fig. 1 show the basic schemes for the movement of fuel particles and 
their interactions with bubbles and bed solids, divided into three zones 
(indicated with Arabic numerals). Inside the dense bed there is: (1) a 
bubble-free gas-solids emulsion zone with sinking bed solids dragging 
the fuel particles; and (2) a bubble wake zone that consists of gas bubbles 
and bed solids that are dragged upwards in the bubble wake, eventually 
entraining the fuel particles. In the splash zone above the bed surface 
(3), a ballistic motion is induced by erupting bubbles, leading to lateral 
scattering of the bed solids and fuel particles. 

In the lateral direction, recirculation cells of length L are aligned, 
with each one established around one bubble path. The mechanisms for 
lateral displacement are indicated by Roman numerals. Inside the bed, 
the fuel particles may be trapped by passing bubbles and join the rising 
bubble flow (I) of either the same cell (Ia) or the closest neighboring cell 
(Ib), while particles ejected by bubble eruptions at the dense bed surface 
(II) may end up falling back into the same cell (IIa) or into a neighboring 
cell (IIb). Note that the change of mixing cell contributes to the effective 
macroscopic mixing in the lateral direction, while circulation within the 
same mixing cell yields no such phenomenon. 

With the gas bubbles being the main driving force for the mixing of 
solids in FB units, the formulation of the model starts with a description 
of the bubble flow, deriving the bubble rise velocity, ub, and the volume 
fraction of the bubble phase, δ, as given below. 

2.1. Bubble and bulk solids flows 

The total volumetric gas flow rate supplied to the bed, V̇o, can be 
divided into three phases, each characterized by a superficial gas ve-
locity: i) a gas flow at minimum fluidization velocity, V̇mf , which holds 
the gas-solids emulsion at the minimum fluidization level; ii) a gas flow, 
V̇vis, which rises as visible bubbles through the bed [42,43]; and iii) a so- 
called gas ‘throughflow’ in and between the bubbles, V̇tf , [44,45], which 
is particularly significant at high gas velocities, such as those used in 
industrial large-scale FB units, as shown by Johnsson et al. [46]: 

V̇o = V̇mf + V̇vis + V̇tf (1) 

Note that the use of a division of the gas in terms of volumetric flow 
implies that in-bed variations in pressure, temperature or molar flow 
will yield a less accurate description of the gas flow. For the specific case 
of large-scale solid fuel combustion, and based on standard operation 
data from several authors [47,48], the absolute pressure decreases 
around 5% (for a bed operating at atmospheric pressure level and with 
height of 0.5 m) along the bed height, the variations of the measured 
temperature over the dense bed are around 0.5% [47], and the gas molar 
flow increases by roughly 2% due to char oxidation partially yielding CO 
instead of CO2 (classical gas compositions can be found here [48]). All 
these facts represent deviations from the assumption of a constant 
volumetric gas flow expressed by Eq. (1) and the expressions below 
derived from this equation. Thus, rather than an exact closure of the 
mass balance of the gas phase, the present work makes use of an 
approximation which simplifies the modeling. It should also be pointed 
out that the time averaged pressure drop is constant up through the bed 
(in cold beds as well as in hot beds with combustion [46]) which indicate 
that the total time averaged volumetric gas flow is constant. 

Each of the components of Eq. (1) can be expressed per unit area of 
the bed, allowing them to be handled in terms of a corresponding gas 
velocity. In addition, the visible bubble flow can be expressed as the 

product of the cross section occupied by bubbles (represented by the 
void fraction occupied by the bubbles, δ, and called bubble density) and 
the local bubbles rise velocity, ub, so that the total gas flow into the bed 
reads: 

uo = umf + uvis + utf = umf + δub + utf (2) 

In its turn, the bubble rise velocity can be written as the sum of the 
velocities for the visible bubble flow and a single rising bubble, ubr, 
which can be expressed as a function of the bubble diameter, db, using 
the correlation of Davidson and Harrison [42]: 

ub = uo − umf − utf + ubr = uo − umf − utf + 0.711
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
gdb

√
(3) 

Furthermore, the bubble diameter, db, is assumed to follow the well- 
known correlation of Darton et al. [49]: 

db = 0.54g− 0.2( uo − umf
)0.4

(
z + 4

̅̅̅̅̅
A0

√ )0.8
(4)  

where z is the vertical location of the bubble and Ao is the bubble 
catchment area characterized by the spacing between gas-distributing 
nozzles. 

The bubble density can be obtained by combining Eqs. (1) and (2), 
yielding: 

δ =
1

1 + ubr
uo − umf − utf

(5) 

An expression for the throughflow is given by Johnsson et al. [46], 
using Eq. (4) on the basis of a constant pressure gradient over the bed 
height, i.e., resulting in a constant bubble density with dense bed height: 

utf =

(

1 − f2

(
z + 4

̅̅̅̅̅
Ao

√ )0.4
)
(
uo − umf

)
(6)  

where f2 is an empirical expression that they derived from their exper-
iments in a large-scale hot bubbling fluidized bed, using sand as the bed 
material: 

f2 = [0.26 + 0.70exp( − 0.0033ds) ]
[
0.15 +

(
uo − umf

) ]− 0.33 (7)  

where ds is the average diameter of the bed solids. 
In the emulsion zone, the bed solids are sinking to make up for the 

solids that are being dragged up by the rising bubbles. Combining the 
above expressions for the bubble flow (i.e., for δ and ub) with the wake 
volume fraction of the bubbles, fw, as given by Kunii and Levenspiel 
[50], a mass balance over the bed solids in a horizontal bed slice can be 
formulated. This results in the velocity of the sinking bulk solids in the 
emulsion zone being expressed as: 

us↓ =
fwδub

(1 − δ − fwδ)
(8) 

Values for the wake volume fraction are obtained from cold 
laboratory-scale experiments using Geldart B particles of various sizes 
and densities, according to Rowe et al. [11]. However, the values appear 
to underestimate conditions that are valid for hot industrial-scale units. 
Thus, a higher value of 0.63 is used here, which was found by fitting the 
axial model with the minimum square error [51]. 

2.1.1. Lateral distribution of bubbles 
The pressure drop through the air distributor plate affects the dis-

tribution of bubbles throughout the bed cross-section. According to 
Karri and Werther [52], a relatively high pressure drop across the air 
distributor is required to guarantee an even lateral distribution of the 
bubbles and homogeneous fluidization. In contrast, the requirement for 
low power consumption means that FB boilers must employ gas dis-
tributors with a relatively low pressure drop [1], leading to large bub-
bles that may be unevenly distributed over the bed cross-section. Given a 
sufficiently large cross-section, the formation of toroidal solids flow 
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structures around preferred bubble paths will create recirculation cells, 
with solids being drawn up by the rising bubbles and descending in- 
between the bubble paths [4,34]. There are reports in the literature 
that have evaluated the solids and gas velocity in the recirculation cells 
inside the bed by solving the averaged dynamic equations of the flow 
[51,52]. However, this type of approach dramatically increases the 
complexity of the model. Furthermore, while no simple models are 
available in the literature to determine the sizes of these recirculation 
cells, an estimation can be made based on the proposal of Abanades and 
Grasa [53], using the ratio of the bed dimension to the bubble diameter 
at the bed surface, dB, thereby deriving a recirculation cell length of L ~ 
dB. 

Regarding the internal lateral distribution of the bubbles within a 
specific recirculation cell (i.e., how dominant the main bubble path is), 
Whitehead [53] carried out experiments in a sand bed with cross- 
sections ranging up to 2.44 × 2.44 m2 fluidized by air under ambient 
conditions by means of tuyere nozzles with similar spacing to that used 
in the industrial units from which the validation data for this work are 
taken [4,10,32]. The horizontal distribution of bubble eruptions over 
the surfaces of different units, under different operational conditions, 
and with different gas distributors, were studied, to identify significant 
variations that depended on these parameters. In the model, these var-
iations are represented by a normal lateral bubble distribution centered 
on the middle of the recirculation cell (where the preferential path for 
the bubble is located) and with a standard deviation, σC. From the 
graphical data of Whitehead [53], which specified the locations of 
several individual bubble eruptions, a value of σC = L/6.9 was obtained 
and introduced as an input parameter to the model. Furthermore, the 
effect of σC was studied considering the following three different stan-
dard deviations: L/8, L/6, and L/4, where L is the recirculation cell size. 
Fig. 2 gives the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the assumed 
centers of bubble eruptions along the length of a recirculation cell when 
applying these standard deviations. 

2.2. Fuel mixing 

The motion of the fuel particle is here assumed to be governed by the 
solids flow and the two mechanisms (I and II) associated with the three 
zones (1: emulsion; 2: bubble wake; 3: splash zone), as indicated in 
Fig. 1. Below, the expressions governing the mixing of a fuel particle in 
each of these three zones are presented. 

2.2.1. Fuel in the emulsion zone 
The acceleration of the fuel particle in the emulsion zone is calcu-

lated using the equation of motion from the sum of the forces acting on 
the fuel particle, where the drag force from the bed uses the sinking bulk 
solids velocity (cf. Eq. (7)), reading: 

ap =

(
ρem

ρp
− 1

)

g +
3
4

ρem

ρp

CD

dp

⃒
⃒
(
us↓ − up

) ⃒
⃒
(
us↓ − up

)
(9) 

The drag coefficient from the bed acting on the fuel particle, CD, can 
be obtained from a recent work conducted by the authors (Köhler et al. 
2021), in which the bed emulsion was shown to exhibit a viscoplastic 
rheology acting on immersed particles with a dominant yield stress and 
only a slight contribution of the shear stress for typical shear rates (up to 
5 s− 1). A way to study the rheology of viscoplastics is to compare the 
stress effects with the gravity effects [54]. With this, the shear stress of 
the bed emulsion on the tracked particle can be expressed as a function 
of the particle diameter and relative density and is fitted to: 

Y =
τ

gdp
(
ρem − ρp

) = 0.167 + 0.042
(

us↓ − up

dp

)0.336

(10) 

From the shear stress, τ, the drag coefficient is expressed as: 

CD =
8τ

ρem

( ⃒
⃒us↓ − up

⃒
⃒
)2 (11)  

2.2.2. Fuel in the bubble wake zone 
The fuel particle enters the bubble wake zone when it is caught by 

passing bubbles, which occurs with a probability q for each bubble 
passage. As discussed in the previous presentation of the model for fuel 
axial mixing [51], this probability is somewhat dependent upon the 
axial position and the fluidization velocity, although using a constant 
value of 0.21 yielded modeled fuel distributions that were in good 
agreement with the measurement data [51]. 

Whether the tracked particle joins a bubble path within the same 
recirculation cell or in the closest neighboring cell is described through 
the sinusoidal probability curve shown in Fig. 3: at the cell boundary 
there is a 50% probability to change cell, while at the mixing cell center 
the probability is zero. 

To determine the new position of the particle after lateral displace-
ment, an angular position through the angle φ and a radial position 
through the angle θ are assigned (cf. Fig. 4). These angles are also used in 
the splash zone and are explained in the corresponding section. 

Moreover, the probability for a tracked particle to leave the bubble 
wake zone has been shown to be low, and it plays a minor role in the 
description of the axial fuel particle mixing model [51]. Thus, once the 
fuel particle has entered the bubble wake zone, it is assumed to ascend in 
the bed by alternately joining and detaching from different wake regions 
until it reaches the dense bed surface. This results in an axial displace-
ment at an average velocity, which can be expressed as a fraction of the 
bubble velocity: 

Fig. 2. Probability Density Function (PDF) of the assumed lateral distributions 
of the bubble eruptions within a recirculation cell. 

Fig. 3. Probability of a tracked particle changing recirculation cell inside the 
dense bed. 
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up = αub (12) 

The values of α reported in the literature range from 10% to 30% 
[16,17,19,35,55], representing data obtained from experiments with a 
wide variety of units, materials, and operational conditions. However, as 
seen in a previous work by the authors [30], the use of conditions 
relevant to hot industrial units results in much higher values of α. Here, a 
value of 0.6 is used for α, which was shown previously to work well as a 
benchmark for the axial model [51]. 

2.2.3. Fuel in the splash zone 
When it reaches the dense bed surface, the fuel particle is ejected into 

the freeboard by the erupting bubble. Experimental findings show that 
the motion of a fuel particle induced by the bubble eruptions follows a 
parabolic path [56]. The modulus of the ejection velocity of the fuel 
particle, up, is a function of the bubble velocity, ub, and the ejection 
angle, θ, (see Fig. 4): 

up = ub|z=H0
cos(θ) (13) 

The ejection angle, θ, follows a probability given by the same 

experiments as: 

P(θ) = 0.046exp( − 0.045θ) (14) 

Furthermore, the model includes a scatter of the bubble velocity in 
the form of a coefficient that follows a Gaussian distribution with a mean 
of 1 and a standard deviation of 0.32, as described previously [56]. 

As for the lateral movement inside the bed, the azimuthal direction 
followed by the fuel particle is delineated, using the uniformly distrib-
uted angle φ, with the line connecting the bubble center and the particle 
location at the time of ejection. With the vertical component of the 
ejection velocity and the gravity as the sole force, the particle is assumed 
to follow a ballistic trajectory. Once the fuel particle completes its tra-
jectory in the freeboard and lands on the bed surface, it is immersed back 
into the emulsion zone. 

3. Implementation of the model and determination of dispersion 
coefficients 

The present work models fuel mixing by continuously tracking the 
fate of a single fuel particle, following the flow diagram in Fig. 5, with its 

Fig. 4. Particle ejection angles assigned for lateral displacement.  

Fig. 5. Computational flow diagram of the model used for fuel particle tracking.  
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motion governed by the expressions given in Section 2 for the three 
different fluid dynamic zones illustrated in Fig. 1. The particle trajectory 
is tracked with time-steps of 5e− 3 s for a given simulation time, and the 
modeled trajectory data generated are used to extract the lateral 
dispersion coefficients. Note that tracking only a single particle with 
constant size and density implies that interactions between different fuel 
particles are not considered in the model. 

The model follows the flow diagram given in Fig. 5, assuming the 
following: the fuel particle (through over bed feeding) initially falls on 
the dense bed surface, and it is immersed into the bed (emulsion zone), 
where only axial displacement takes place. Eventually, the particle is 
caught by a passing bubble and enters the bubble wake zone, where it 
follows the rising motion of the bubble. Entrapment by a passing bubble 
induces a lateral displacement, which may or may not represent a 
change in the mixing cell. When it reaches the bed surface, the particle is 
ejected into the splash zone, where it follows a ballistic trajectory, 
eventually landing back onto the dense bed surface, in the same or a 
different mixing cell, and starts to become immersed once again in the 
emulsion zone. Note that neither variations in particle size/density due 
to chemical reactions nor effects of attrition or particle entrainment 
were considered in the model, for the sake of simplicity. Nonetheless, 
the model could be extended by assuming the evolution of particle size/ 
density during the fuel conversion and/or including sub-models that 
consider the influences of attrition and particle entrainment on the fuel 
motion. 

The input parameters to the model are the geometry of the reactor, 
the operating conditions (bed height, fluidization velocity, and proper-
ties of the solids phase) and the lateral distribution of erupting bubbles 
in the bed cross-section. 

At a macroscopic level, i.e. at a length scale larger than that of the 
recirculation cells originated by the toroidal solids flow structures 
introduced in Theory, the lateral mixing of fuel in the bed and splash 
zone of FB units can be approached as a stochastic process characterized 
by a lateral dispersion coefficient, Dx,y. Once sufficient trajectory data 
are generated by the tracking model, this coefficient can be calculated 
from Einstein’s equation [57]: 

Dx,y =

(
Δx,y

)2

2Δt
(15) 

This work considers quadratic recirculation cells (equal nozzle 
spacing in the x- and y-directions) resulting in isotropic mixing of the 
fuel particles in the lateral directions, i.e., Dx = Dy = Dlat. 

In order to illustrate the statistical representability of the modeled 
data, the input data from Qian et al. [32] have been used (cf. Table 1) to 
simulate 15-min-long trajectories of a fuel particle. The final location of 
the particle in each simulation provides a value for the lateral dispersion 
coefficient according to Eq. (14), summing to a distribution of dispersion 
coefficient values. Since, as discussed above, the lateral motion of fuel 
particles in a bubbling fluidized bed at a macroscopic scale larger than 
that of the recirculation cells can be seen as a stochastic process, the 

lateral dispersion coefficient values obtained from the trajectories of 
each particle follows a statistical distribution. Fig. 6 shows the evolution 
of some of the statistical parameters for this distribution, namely the 
mean, the median, and the upper and lower quartiles, of the distribution 
of lateral dispersion coefficients obtained when varying the number of 
simulated trajectories of a single fuel particle. A boxplot of the lateral 
dispersion coefficient for the simulation of the motion of 1,000 trajec-
tories is also included in Fig. 6. In a boxplot, the entire statistical dis-
tribution is shown in a compact way, representing a box that is bounded 
by the lower and upper quartiles, i.e., the values higher than 25% and 
75% of the data in the distribution, respectively. The line in the middle 
of the box represents the median, which is the value higher than 50% of 
the data in the distribution. The boxplots include also confidence in-
tervals for the data, represented by dashed lines (called ‘whiskers’), 
which are calculated as the last data-point of the distribution found at a 
maximum distance of 1.5-times the interquartile distance from the 
upper or lower quartile. Any data outside these confidence intervals are 
designated as ‘outliers’, i.e., data-points with a low probability of 
occurrence, and they would ordinarily be represented as singular points 
in the boxplots. However, outliers are not represented here, for the sake 
of simplicity. In view of the statistical data on the distribution of lateral 
dispersion coefficients and the boxplot shown in Fig. 6, the statistical 
distribution is non-normal, as different values are obtained for the mean 
and the median and the boxplot is not symmetric with respect to the 
median. Therefore, instead of the mean and the standard deviation, 
which are the representative values for a normal distribution, the me-
dian and the quartiles will be used as representative values for the non- 
normal distribution of the lateral dispersion coefficients. This informa-
tion will be reported in the form of boxplots, where the representative 
values of the distribution are included. 

As shown in Fig. 6, the distribution of the lateral dispersion 

Table 1 
Input parameters taken from the literature and applied in the model validation cases.  

Variable Qian et al. (1987) [32] Niklasson et al. (2002) [10] Olsson et al. (2012) [4] 

Bed cross-section, m2 2.6 × 1.6 = 4.16 1.7 × 1.7 = 2.89 1.7 × 0.85 = 1.44 
Bubble catchment area, m2 0.0201 0.0201 0.0241 
Bed material particle density, kg/m3 2,600 2,600 2,600 
Bed material particle size, µm 1,420 700 150 
Temperature Ambient temperature 900 ◦C Ambient temperature 
Minimum fluidization velocity, m/s 0.63 0.17 0.02 
Bed height, m 0.25; 0.30;0.35 0.5 0.4 
Gas velocities, m/s 0.68; 0.75; 0.86; 1.03 2.30 0.10; 0.15 
Fuel Continuous feed of spherical  

bituminous coal 
Continuous feed of wood chips  
(moisture content, 45%) 

Batch of 7 × 15 bark pellets 

Fuel density, kg/m3 1,340 810 1,180 
Fuel particle size, expressed as equivalent  

diameter, mm 
14.0 37.0 12.8  

Fig. 6. Effects of the number of fuel particles included in the simulation of the 
lateral dispersion coefficients. Modeling case: Qian et al. [32]. 
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coefficient becomes relatively stable when one considers approximately 
500 simulations and is highly reliable when one examines>700 
simulations. 

Finally, note that while statistical robustness is attainable in the 
evaluation of the modeled lateral dispersion coefficient, experimental 
data face the challenge of dealing with finite geometries, and this often 
limits the ability to extract statistically robust experimental values. 
Therefore, it is not certain how robust the experimental values reported 
in literature are, since they are derived from finite geometries and for a 
limited number of fuel particles. 

4. Results and discussion 

This section starts by validating the model against experimental data 
from large-scale studies in the literature. Thereafter, the model is used to 
study the sensitivity of fuel mixing for different parameters. 

4.1. Model validation 

Three different experimental large-scale campaigns, found in the 
literature [4,10,32] and summarized in Table 1, are used to validate the 
model [Eqs. (1)-(13)] in terms of the lateral fuel dispersion. 

Qian et al. [32] conducted cold experiments in a rectangular boiler of 
4.16 m2 and obtained the lateral dispersion of continuously fed spherical 
bituminous coal particles. The temperature is not given but is assumed 
to be according to ambient conditions. To obtain the lateral dispersion 
coefficient, they measured the fuel concentration by collecting the fuel 
particles from 15 compartments of a grid over the bed during several 
rounds. After the first round, fuel feeding was stopped and the procedure 
was continued until all the tracer particles were distributed evenly over 
the bed. Since the arrangement of the nozzles is not reported, it is here 
assumed that the nozzles have the same bubble catchment area of 
0.0201 m2 as given by Niklasson et al. [10] for a typical industrial-scale 
boiler. 

Niklasson et al. [10] measured the lateral fuel dispersion at a tem-
perature of 900 ◦C in a square boiler of 2.89 m2 using a grid of moisture 
sensors over the bed to derive the concentrations of continuously fed wet 
wood chips as they spread over the bed. The fuel density is not given but 
is estimated to be around 810 kg/m3. The fuel particle size is given as a 
log-normal distribution of the surface area divided by the volume (with 
a mean of 710 m− 1). As the model handles only spherical tracers, these 

wood chips are in the present work approached using a sphere that 
yields the same projected area as standard wood chips (taken as 0.001 
m2 [4]), resulting in a diameter of 0. 37 m. 

Olsson et al. [4] carried out measurements of the lateral dispersion 
coefficient in a bubbling fluidized bed that had a rectangular cross- 
sectional area of 1.44 m2. They applied ambient air as the fluidizing 
gas with fluidization velocities of 0.10 m/s and 0.15 m/s. Using seven 
repetitions of a batch test with 15–20 bark pellets particles in each, the 
lateral dispersion coefficient was measured by digital image tracking of 
the individual particles, which were labeled with small phosphorescent 
plastic capsules. They limited the experimental time to 6 min and 30 s 
and calculated the final lateral dispersion coefficient by averaging the 
dispersion coefficient over a period of 5 min. If a particle reached the 
opposite wall earlier, the average was taken from the reduced time 
period. Note that they used cylindrical particles (21 × 8 mm), for which 
the equivalent diameter of 12.8 mm is a reasonable approximation. 

Note that the modeled values of the dispersion coefficient in Fig. 7 
are represented as a statistical distribution, as obtained from each 
respective series of individual particle simulations. In this work, 1,000 
fuel particles were modeled for the validation study with the cases 
shown in Table 1, which ensured the statistical robustness of the 
extracted values for the lateral dispersion coefficients. It should be noted 
that the experimental values reported by Olsson et al. [4] were extracted 
from seven runs with a batch of 15 fuel particles in each. To resemble 
fully the experiments, the model simulates 1,000 batches of 15 particles 
and the simulation was stopped once the first particle of each batch 
reached the wall. 

Fig. 7 compares the experimentally derived values (indicated with ○) 
and modeled values of the lateral dispersion coefficient for the three 
different large-scale set-ups reported in the literature: a) Olsson et al. 
[4]; b) Qian et al. [32]; and c) Niklasson et al. [10], as presented in 
Table 1. It is clear that most of the experimental values lie within the 
quartiles of the distribution, i.e., within the 25% and 75% percentiles, 
represented in the boxplots derived from the 1,000 modeled trajectories 
for each case. In fact, only some of the experimental results from Olsson 
et al. [4] present values that lie outside the quartiles of the dispersion 
coefficient distribution. However, despite the relatively broad disper-
sion of these experimental values, they lie within the confidence interval 
of the distribution represented by the whiskers of the boxplot. It must be 
emphasized here that the model is capable of representing a wide range 
of experimental values for the dispersion coefficients (spanning three 

Fig. 7. Boxplots for the model validation comparing the experimentally derived values (○) and modeled values of the lateral dispersion coefficient for the three 
different experimental campaigns reported in the literature: a) Olsson et al. [4]; b) Qian et al. [32]; and c) Niklasson et al. [10]. Note the different scales on the y-axes. 
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orders of magnitude), with fluidization numbers in the range of 
1.1–13.5. The model is also able to follow the trend of increased lateral 
dispersion with an increase in fluidization velocity, as shown in Fig. 7b. 
Thus, while the model presented is semiempirical and includes ap-
proximations, it is able to satisfactorily reproduce the measurement data 
from industrial units available in literature, despite their wide range in 
operational conditions and measured rates of fuel mixing. 

4.2. Sensitivity analysis 

This section investigates the influences of different operational 
conditions (excess gas velocity, bed height), fuel properties (particle 
density, particle size), and lateral distributions of bubbles in the recir-
culation cell on the resulting fuel mixing as predicted by the validated 
model, so as to identify key parameters. For the analysis, a reference case 
is defined as presented in Table 2. As reference, fuel wood chips are 
used, while two other typical biomass fuels (bark pellets and dried wood 
chips) are also considered. 

4.2.1. Influence of the lateral distribution of bubbles 
Using the input parameters for the reference case, three different 

bubble distributions, corresponding to σc values of L/8, L/6, and L/4, are 
modeled. The bubble distribution was found to have only a weak in-
fluence on the lateral dispersion coefficient, which increased only 7%– 
15% as σc was doubled. Note that in the model formulation, the bubble 
distribution will influence the lateral mixing but not the axial mixing. In 
addition, the probability of a fuel particle immersed in the emulsion 
being trapped by a passing bubble (expressed by q) was obtained from 
measurements and, thus, already implicitly includes the bubble distri-
bution in the experiments and is not varied by varying σC. 

4.2.2. Influence of excess gas velocity 
Fig. 8 shows that an increase in excess gas velocity promotes an in-

crease of the lateral mixing of the fuel, which is expected considering 
that the sizes of the recirculation cells increase for higher values of the 
excess velocity. The results are in line with previous findings for fuel 
dispersion [9,33] and similar to the results for dispersion of the bulk 
material [5]. It can also be seen in Fig. 8 that a higher fluidization ve-
locity leads to a broadening of the statistical distribution of the disper-
sion coefficients. In fact, both enhancement of the lateral mixing of the 
fuel and broadening of the statistical distribution of the dispersion co-
efficients were also observed for the specific conditions described by 
Qian et al. [32] (see Fig. 7b). It should be kept in mind that high excess 
gas velocities may decrease the flotsam tendency of the fuel, since larger 
bubbles induce a more vigorous convective vertical mixing [13], causing 
fuel particles to circulate throughout the entire bed [19]. 

Given a dense bed height of 0.5 m, the median value of the lateral 
dispersion coefficient as a function of the excess gas velocity results in a 
linear relationship – as reported earlier from the experimental data in 
the literature [33,58] – that can be expressed as Dlat = 0.015

(
u0 − umf

)
, 

yielding a determination coefficient of R2 = 0.95. 

4.2.3. Influence of the bed height 
As the dense bed height influences the size and velocity of erupting 

bubbles and, consequently, the size of the recirculation cells, an increase 
in the dense bed height is expected to enhance the lateral dispersion of 
fuel particles, primarily if the particles are located in the splash zone. In 
industrial units, the dense bed height is selected so as to minimize the 
bed pressure drop (and thus fan power costs) while maintaining stable 
operation. Fig. 9 shows that the modeled lateral dispersion coefficient 
remains largely unaffected by increasing dense bed height. Similar re-
sults have been reported from experiments on tracer particle mixing in a 
fluid-dynamically downscaled bed [59], while the lateral dispersion of 
the bulk material is reported to increase significantly with bed height. 

The result shown in Fig. 9 can be understood when studying the 
relative time spent and distance travelled by the tracer inside the bed 
and in the splash zone, respectively. Fig. 10a-d shows the median of the 
time spent and of the distance travelled for increases in the excess ve-
locity or dense bed height. As expected, increasing the velocity results in 
the fuel particles spending more time in the splash zone (Fig. 10a), due 
to the fact that the bubble eruptions cause longer ballistic trajectories 
and this translates to an longer distance travelled in the splash zone 
(Fig. 10b). On the other hand, increasing the bed height leads to a larger 
fraction of time spent inside the dense bed (Fig. 10c), which reduces the 
flotsam behavior of the fuel particles and, consequently, the distance 
travelled in the splash zone remains essentially constant (cf. Fig. 10d), 
due to fewer but more vigorous ejections. 

Table 2 
Input parameters defining the reference case.  

Parameter Model 

Bubble catchment area, m2 0.0201 
Temperature, ◦C 800 
Bed material density, kg/m3 2,600 
Bed material size, µm 600 
Minimum fluidization, m/s 0.17 m/s 
Bed height, m 0.5 m 
Excess velocity, m/s 0.86 m/s 
Fuel particle volume, m3 3.6 × 10− 5 

Fuel particle density, kg/m3 810 
Number of particles, - 1,000 
Time-step, s 5 × 10− 3 

Total modeling time, s 15 × 60  

Fig. 8. Effects of the excess velocity, u0-umf, on the lateral dispersion coefficient 
(H0 = 0.5 m, σC = L/6.9). 

Fig. 9. Effects of bed height on the statistical distribution of the modeled lateral 
dispersion coefficients (u0-umf = 0.86 m/s, σC = L/6.9). 
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These results underline the importance of studying fuel mixing along 
the entire bed height, which is difficult to achieve experimentally in 
industrial-scale units. 

4.2.4. Influence of fuel particle properties 
In addition to the reference fuel (wood chips, 810 kg/m3, 0.04 m), 

two additional typical biomass fuel types were investigated: dry wood 
chips (520 kg/m3, 0.04 m) and bark pellets (1180 kg/m3, 0.013 m). 
Table 3 reports the lateral dispersion coefficients for these three fuel 
types and for two fluidization velocities. Differences in fuel density and 

size had very weak effects on the lateral dispersion for the fuels studied, 
with bark pellets exhibiting the largest fraction of time on the bed sur-
face and the highest dispersion coefficient for the low velocity. 
Increasing the fluidization velocity improved the lateral dispersion by an 
order of magnitude for all three fuel types, while at the same time the 
fuel spent more time in the splash zone, where it mixed faster in the 
lateral direction. 

As mentioned earlier, lateral dispersion is higher in the splash zone. 
As lighter particles are more likely to float on the bed surface, they may 
promote faster lateral dispersion. Few studies in the literature have 
compared the mixing of different fuel types (including biomass). How-
ever, a study comparing spherical coal particles with heavier washery 
tailing balls [32] has suggested a slight increase in the dispersion coef-
ficient for lighter and smaller fuel particles. In contrast, a previous work 
comparing wood chips, wood pellets and the char of wood pellets [59] 
has reported an increase in the dispersion coefficients for lighter but 
larger fuel particles. This is in line with the force balance over an 
immersed fuel particle, which indicates that the net gravitational force 
(weight-buoyancy, i.e., buoyant for biomass) becomes more dominant 
for larger particles, as compared to the drag of the sinking bulk solids. 
Furthermore, it should be noted that the modeling in the present work 
applies spherical particles of equivalent diameter to the particles used in 

Fig. 10. a) and c) Fractions of time that the fuel particles spent in the dense bed and splash zone, t/ttot. b) and d) Fractions of effective displacement of the fuel 
particles in the dense bed and splash zone, x/xtot. 

Table 3 
Lateral dispersion of different fuel particles (density, average diameter).   

Dry wood chips 
(520 kg/m3, 4 
cm) 

Fresh wood chips 
(810 kg/m3, 4 
cm) 

Bark pellets 
(1,180 kg/m3, 1.3 
cm) 

u0-umf [m]  0.17  1.21  0.17  1.21  0.17  1.21 
Dlat × 1000 [m2/s]  2.50  19.13  2.12  19.27  2.70  20.47 
tin/ttot [–]  0.66  0.44  0.72  0.44  0.65  0.44 
tout/ttot [–]  0.34  0.56  0.28  0.56  0.35  0.56 
xin/xtot [–]  0.58  0.36  0.54  0.35  0.51  0.34 
xout/xtot [–]  0.42  0.64  0.46  0.65  0.49  0.66  
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the experiments (cf. Table 1), which might reduce the effect of flotsam 
behavior and, therefore, the impact on the lateral dispersion. 

Due to the long conversion times of char, i.e., >20 min in combustion 
and > 30 min in gasification [3], a major fraction of the fuel present in 
the bed is expected to be char. During char conversion under combustion 
conditions, the particle is assumed to be primarily changing in size 
(shrinking sphere scheme). Typically for gasification conditions, the 
particle can be modeled as primarily changing in density (shrinking core 
scheme). Therefore, although the model does not simulate the ongoing 
conversion of the fuel, the effects of the different conversion schemes on 
the fuel motion (namely size or density changes) can be investigated by 
simulating three different char particle sizes and three different densities 
and studying their effects on the lateral dispersion of the fuel. 

The resulting effects on the lateral dispersion coefficient are shown in 
Fig. 11 for: a) a varying particle diameter; and b) a varying particle 
density. A four-fold increase in diameter results in a 12% increase in 
lateral dispersion, while the distribution becomes slightly broader. This 
is due to the increased time that the fuel spends in the splash zone, given 
that its flotsam behavior increases with a larger diameter. Doubling the 
particle density has a negligible effect on the lateral dispersion coeffi-
cient (<1%) for the range investigated. For typical density values of char 
(150–300 kg/m3), the particle is spending about 50% of its time in the 
splash zone, corresponding to 60% of the distance travelled. 

5. Conclusions 

A model that describes the motions of fuel particles in the bed and 
splash zone of a fluidized bed was developed and used to evaluate lateral 
dispersion of fuels in industrial-scale reactors. The model shows good 
agreement with data from the literature regarding the strongly variable 
(range, 10− 4–10− 1 m2/s) lateral mixing of different fuel types measured 
in three different large-scale fluidized bed units under both hot and cold 
conditions. The validated model was used to investigate how the lateral 
mixing of fuel particles depends on the excess gas velocity, the bed 
height, and the lateral distribution of bubbles over the bed cross-section 
(which is typically uneven in industrial FB furnaces), as well as the 
properties of the fuel (size and density). 

The model shows that the lateral distribution of bubbles has a minor 
impact on the lateral dispersion of the fuel particles. Although increasing 
the bed height results in larger bubbles being present in the bed, there is 
little effect on the lateral dispersion coefficient in the model, owing to 
the fact that the time that the fuel spends in the dense bed, where lateral 
distribution is slower, is increased significantly. This contrasts with the 

effect of bed height on the lateral distribution of bulk solids. 
Increasing the fluidization velocity enhances the lateral dispersion. 

In relation to the time that the fuel particle spends inside the dense bed, 
the model results reveal a major decrease with increasing velocity, 
resulting in a stronger contribution of the lateral dispersion on the bed 
surface. 

For three typical biomass fuel types (dry wood chips, fresh wood 
chips and bark pellets) at a high and a low velocity, the fuel size and 
density have weak effects on the share of time and displacement inside 
the bed, i.e., showing only minor effects on the lateral fuel dispersion. At 
low velocities, the heaviest and smallest fuel particles spend most of the 
time on the bed surface, while increasing the velocity improves the 
lateral mixing equally for all three fuel types. 

This work also studied the effects of the size and density of a char 
particle under typical conversion conditions (combustion or gasifica-
tion) on the motion of the fuel. It is shown that char particle size has a 
weak influence, while changing the density of the char particle has no 
effect on its lateral dispersion. 
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